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came possible to utilize the 3.5-GHz frequency band in Japan. NTT DOCOMO has introduced TD-LTE using this
band—combined with the existing FDD bands by means of
CA—and communication services with a maximum data
rate of 370 Mbps were launched to evolve our service called
“PREMIUM 4G” in June 2016. This article describes international trends concerning the 3.5-GHz frequency band
and efforts concerning NTT DOCOMO’s technical developments to satisfy the technical requirements specified for
domestic use.
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Radio Access Network Development Department
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1) Identification of 3.5-GHz Band by

*1

Specified base station: A base station that
uses a specified frequency stipulated by the
Radio Law. A carrier, whose plan for establishing the station is accredited by the MIC, can
apply for a license to exclusively use the specified frequency.
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3. Technological
Developments for Meeting
Technical Requirements
Concerning 3.5-GHz Band

International trends concerning utilization of the 3.5-GHz band

Item

Contents

ITU

･The 3,400-3,600-MHz band is identified for IMT in all countries in Region 1 (122 countries in regions of
Europe, Russia, the Middle East, and Africa).
･The 3,400-3,600-MHz band is identified for IMT in all countries in Region 2 (35 countries in the North
and South Americas).
･Among the countries in Region 3 (36 countries in the Asia-Pacific region), the 3,400-3,500-MHz band is
identified for IMT in 11 countries and the 3,500-3,600-MHz band is identified for IMT in 10 countries.

Trends in major
countries

*2

countries (Table 1).

Europe

･ Regarding the frequency band covering 3,400 to 3,800 MHz, utilization for mobile-broadband
communication is assumed, and in some countries, frequencies have been allocated to operators.

USA

･Regarding the frequency band covering 3,550 to 3,650 MHz, coexistence with existing systems is being
considered, and opening up frequencies for usage by mobile-broadband services is being studied.

China

･Regarding the frequency band covering 3,400 to 3,600 MHz, under the aim of introduction of mobilephone systems, coexistence conditions are being studied.

Fourth-generation Mobile Communication
Systems: Systems beyond the third-generation
mobile communication system (IMT-2000), which
are referred to as IMT-Advanced in ITU-R. The
target data rates are 100 Mbps for high-mobility
environments and 1 Gbps for static or lowmobility environments.
LTE-Advanced: An enhanced radio-interface
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*4

technology of LTE; its first version has been
standardized as 3GPP Release 10.
WRC: A conference that reviews, and if necessary, revises the ITU Radio Regulations, the international treaty governing the use of radiofrequency spectrum, and the orbits of geostationary and non-geostationary satellites. The
conference normally is held once every three to

*5

four years, and is attended by administrations,
ITU registered corporations and related organizations.
Band plan: A plan for using a particular frequency band. It defines parameters such as frequency range and bandwidth of uplink and
downlink transmissions.
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http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_sosiki/joho_
tsusin/eng/Releases/Telecommunications/

Main technical requirements concerning utilization of the 3.5-GHz band

Item
Radio access technology

[1] Ministry of Internal Affairs and Com-

Communication Systems,” MIC Press

4. Conclusion
This article overviewed interna-

Table 2

REFERENCES

tions for Introduction of 4G Mobile

would be possible to provide stable

Contents
･LTE-Advanced (TDD)

Placement of specified base stations
and opening time

･By the end of fourth year from the approval of the establishment plan, specified base stations should be
deployed to cover more than 50% of the population within the jurisdiction of regional bureaus of
telecommunications.
･By the end of second year from the approval of the establishment plan, operation of advanced specified
base stations should be started in specified high traffic demand areas (such as downtown areas and
transport terminals in which communications are particularly concentrated).
･In all administrative divisions of Japan, operation of specified base stations should be started.

Introduction of technology for assuring
efficient utilization of frequencies

･Application of carrier-aggregation technology, adaptive modulation and coding, and other technologies
for assuring efficient utilization of frequencies

*6

*7

6

(TDD)*6

TDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive mode,
which achieves bidirectional communication by
allocating different time slots to uplink and
downlink transmissions that use the same frequency.
TD-LTE: A radio access technology specified
in the 3GPP standard for LTE using the TDD
mode (see *6).

*8

*9

CA: A technology for increasing bandwidth and
data rate while maintaining backward compatibility with LTE by simultaneously transmitting
and receiving multiple LTE carriers.
FDD: A bidirectional transmit/receive mode,
which achieves bidirectional communication by
using different frequencies for uplink and
downlink transmissions.

*10 Macro cell: Cellular communication area with
a cell radius of several hundred meters to several tens of kilometers mainly covering outdoors.
Antennas are usually installed on towers or on
roofs of buildings.
*11 Small cell: A general term for cells that transmit
with power that is low compared to that of a
macro-cell transmitting at higher power.
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*12 Advanced C-RAN: A new centralized radioaccess network (C-RAN) architecture proposed
by NTT DOCOMO. Being controlled by the same
base station, a radio access network makes a linkage between a macro cell (which covers a wide
area) and a small cell (which covers a local
area) by applying CA.
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